International expert roundtable
Brussels, 19th Nov 2019
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Programme

13:30-14:00 | Registration

14:00-14:05 | Opening and welcome / Intro to the Get Your Facts Straight project
Gabriela Ruseva, Project coordinator, ALL DIGITAL

14:05-14:45 | Resources on disinformation and fake news / presentation of two selected existing resources
Marina De Zan and Janice Diamantino, Open Group
Ivan Mušanović, CTC Rijeka

14:45-15:05 | Presentation of draft training outline and methodology
Paolo Celot, Secretary General, EAVI

15:05-15:30 | Group work I

15:30-16:00 | Coffee break

16:00-17:00 | Group work II and conclusions

This project is co-funded by Preparatory action “Media literacy for all” of the European Commission DG CNCT. Grant Agreement: LC-01249049
Increasing media literacy IS KEY
ANTIDOTE against disinformation

Media literacy was a main topic in ALL DIGITAL WEEK 2018 (30 000 participants in related activities)

EC Consultation

97%

OF EUROPEANS CLAIM TO HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO FAKE NEWS
140 DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS/YOUNG PEOPLE

5 hours training for the young people

140 PARENTS/GRANDPARENTS

5 hours training for the parents/grandparents

5 hours training TOGETHER

= 15h of contents
TRAINING OUTLINE

Common learning outcomes

Common methodology

CONTEXTUALISING

Collection of resources

Selection of contents
Training implemented in partners’ countries (end of March 2020)

Launch event in Brussels

Online campaign

Training programme widely spread to other ALL DIGITAL/Media literacy week partners
OUR PARTNERSHIP

eavi
MEDIA LITERACY for CITIZENSHIP

stiftung
-digitale-chancen

OPENGROUP

CENTAR TEHNIČKE KULTURE RIJEKA

GLOBAL LIBRARIES - BULGARIA FOUNDATION

eos
FUNDATIA EOS ROMANIA

DIGITALAIS
VENTSPILS CENTRS

Colectic
Tecnologia per la transformació social
THANK YOU!